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Abstract 
This study aims to expand the pharmaceutical solid-state forms of Sparfloxacin (SPX) by using crystal engineering 

principles. This drug is an antibiotic and it offers a trade-off between high solubility and low membrane 

permeability due to its zwitterionic nature. Therefore, the ultimate goal is to develop new multicomponent crystal 

forms of SPX with different physicochemical properties. After a polymorphic screening, the multicomponent 

forms of SPX are extended within this study by the use of 4-Aminosalicylic acid (4-ASA), 3-Aminobenzoic acid 

(3-ABA), Anthranilic acid (AA), and Nalidixic acid (NA) as co-formers. The solubility of the new multicomponent 

forms was improved compared with SPX owing to the salt nature of the multicomponent forms obtained. Lastly, 

it is shown that all the new multicomponent forms are stable under 78% room humidity. 
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Introduction 

In today’s world, it is remarkably important to 

investigate all solid forms of drugs in order to 

overcome the issues of active pharmaceutical 

ingredients (APIs) with the hope of obtaining desired 

physicochemical properties.1-4 Polymorphs, 

solvates, hydrates, and multicomponent forms 

including co-crystals and salts, are the 

pharmaceutical solid-state forms of APIs and the 

interest in these crystalline phases of APIs has 

increased in the last two decades5-10 since these 

crystalline forms have proved advantageous in 

tailoring APIs physicochemical properties, such as 

solubility, bioavailability, permeability, stability, 

tabletability melting point.11-13 Crystal engineering 

has taken the lead in the rational design, synthesis, 

and characterization of all these forms.14   

SPX is a  broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent from 

the class of  fluoroquinolone antibiotic15 which was 

launched as a medicine in 1935 for the treatment of 

streptococci and community-acquired lower 

respiratory tract infection under the name of Zagam. 

As the other quinolones, the antimicrobial activity of 

SPX stems from inhibition of topoisomerase II 

(DNA gyrase) and topoisomerase I, which are 

enzymes contributing to bacterial DNA 

transcription, and replication.16-17 It possesses in 

vitro activity against both gram-negative and gram-

positive microorganisms.18 Compared with its 

counterparts, SPX displays enhanced microbial 

activity against a wide range of gram-positive 

pathogens and better in-vitro activity against gram-

positive cocci and anaerobe microorganisms.19-20 

Whilst most of adverse side effects are similar to 

other fluoroquinolones, SPX has a higher potential 

in phototoxicity,21-22 for that reason, in 2001, the 

medicine was withdrawn from the market.23 

From chemistry point of view, SPX (Figure 1 (a)) 

naturally offers a trade-off between high solubility 

and membrane permeability due to being a 

zwitterionic drug.24 Hence, stabilizing the solid to 

enhance its bioavailability is highly important. In 

Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)25, there are 

three different forms reported including one 

anhydrous form, and two different hydrates.19, 26 

Additionally it is possible to find studies of 

multicomponent forms of SPX published in CSD25 

database, e.g. salt of SPX with tetrafluoroborate,27 

and ionic metal complexes with zinc,28 and copper.27 

Gunnam et al. showed the possible co-crystal 

formation between SPX and methyl, ethyl, isobutyl 

paraben via amino phenol synthon recognition.24 To 

the best of our knowledge, there are no other studies 

reporting multicomponent forms of SPX. 

Herein, we report acetonitrile (ACN) solvate as well 

as five different new crystalline salts of SPX with the 

use of carboxylic acid derivatives: 4-ASA, 3-ABA, 

AA (Figure 1(b)) inspired by the previous works in 
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which relative strength of piperazine ring of floxacin 

derivative drugs as a base towards carboxylic acid 

has been reported.29-30 The solubility of the new 

multicomponent forms was improved compared 

with SPX, owing to salt nature of the new forms. 

Furthermore, it is noteworthy to mention that 4-ASA 

is an antibiotic which is used in therapy of 

tuberculosis. The combination of SPX and 4-ASA 

molecules within one crystal lattice offers a novel 

therapy opportunity for the treatment of tuberculosis, 

which can possibly exhibit a superior antimicrobial 

activity.31-32 

a)   

b)  

Figure 1 The molecular structures of a) Sparfloxacin (SPX) b) 

GRAS co-formers 4-ASA (c), 3-ABA (d), AA (e), NA (f) 
respectively  

Results and Discussion 

Throughout this study, polymorphic, co-crystals and 

salts screening of Sparfloxacin were performed. The 

results are mentioned below. 

Polymorphic screening of SPX 

Polymorphic screening of Sparfloxacin was done 

recurring to different solvents. All the experimental 

trials were characterized by powder X-ray 

diffraction (PXRD) and the results are demonstrated 

in Figure 2.  

a)  b)  
Figure 2 The PXRD results of polymorphic screening of SPX 

with a) DMSO-slurry rxn (green) and solution chemistry (pink 

line) b) EtOH-slurry rxn (green line). Black, red and blue lines 

correspond to SPX forms deposited in the CSD with JEKMOB, 

COQWOU, COQWU01 refcodes respectively.  

According to the results, it can be mentioned that two 

different new forms are obtained with the use of 

DMSO, and EtOH as a solvents (Figure 2). 

However, it remains unknown if these forms are 

polymorphs or solvates of SPX since it was not 

possible to determine their crystal structures.  

Surprisingly, ACN solvate of SPX was encountered 

throughout the co-crystal investigation of SPX with 

nalidixic acid (NA). This ACN solvate was only 

obtained in the presence of nalidixic acid, precluding 

the achievement of a pure phase. The mentioned 

PXRD results are shown in Figure 3. 

a)   

b)  

Figure 3 The PXRD results of ACN solvate experimental 

procedures a) with (red and green line) and without (blue and 

pink line) the use of NA b) with 4:1 SPX:NA mol ratio. 

The formation of the ACN solvate was confirmed by 

SCXRD results (Figure 4). 

 

a) b)  

c)  
Figure 4 Illustration of ACN solvate crystal structure depicting: 

(a) the asymmetric unit; (b) the intermolecular (black) and 
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intermolecular (blue) hydrogen bonds established; and (c) the 

supramolecular arrangement in a view along the c axis 

 

The asymmetric unit of the ACN’s solvate consists 

of one molecule of SPX and an acetonitrile molecule, 

with the ACN molecule residing on a special 

position, with half occupation factors. Both 

sparfloxacin intramolecular hydrogen bonds 

established between the N-HNH2 and the carbonyl, 

and the O-HCOOH and the carbonyl are maintained in 

the new solvate. In addition, the type of interactions 

between consecutive SPX molecules (N-HNH2  O-

HCOOH) is similar to the interactions observed in SPX 

alone (Figure 4 (b)).  

Additionally, TGA-DSC measurement was also 

carried out in order to further confirm the presence 

of ACN molecules (Figure ES1).  According to the 

result, it is possible to relate the weight loss 

approximately 2.58 % at 136oC. This weight loss is 

in in the agreement with theoretical calculation. 

However, the bulk sample was not a pure phase, 

therefore, definite conclusions cannot be withdrawn 

in these conditions.  

Screening of Co-crystals and Salts of 

Sparfloxacin 

With the application of 4-ASA, 3ABA and AA, six 

different salts were obtained in this study. The names 

of these salts are mentioned as SPX:4ASA Form I, 

SPX:4ASA Form II, SPX:4ASA Form III, 

SPX:3ABA Form I, SPX:3ABA Form II and SPX-

AA.   

Structural characterization of SPX:4ASA salts 

According to SCXRD data, the asymmetric unit of 

SPX:4ASA Form I corresponds to one cationic SPX 

and one anionic 4ASA and a cluster with multiple 

disordered water molecules. The accurate number of 

water molecules was not possible to confirm by 

SCXRD. The typical intramolecular bonds in SPX 

established between the N-HNH2 and the carbonyl 

and the O-HCOOH and the carbonyl, as well as the 

intramolecular O-HCOOH  OOH hydrogen bond of 4-

ASA are maintained. However, the N-HNH2  O-

HCOOH interaction between SPX is disrupted to give 

rise to interactions with 4-ASA via N-HNH2,SPX 

OOH,4ASA hydrogen bonds (Figure 5). 

a) b)  

c)  

Figure 5 Illustration of SPX:4ASA Form I crystal structure 

depicting:: (a) the asymmetric unit with the disordered water 

cluster; (b) the intramolecular (black) and intermolecular (blue) 

hydrogen bonds established between SPX and 4ASA; and (c) the 

crystal packing 

 

The asymmetric unit of SPX:4ASA Form II 

consists of one cationic SPX an one anionic 4ASA. 

The intramolecular interactions of both SPX and 4-

ASA mentioned above are still maintained. 

However, in this anhydrous form the interaction 

between 4ASA and SPX is established via the 

cationic NH2
+ moiety of SPX. In a view along the b 

axis, the supramolecular arrangement shows a honey 

comb like packing (Figure 6). However, this form 

was not obtained as a pure phase (Figure ES7).  

 

a) b)  

c)  

Figure 6  Illustration of Form II crystal structure depicting: (a) 

the asymmetric unit; (b) the intramolecular (black) and 

intermolecular (blue) interactions; and (c) the supramolecular 

arrangement in a view along the b axis 

 

Since there is no good data refinement with 

SPX:4ASA Form III, SCXRD result is not shown 

here. However, the formation of a new form was 

confirmed with PXRD measurement (Figure ES6). 

 

Structural characterization of SPX-3ABA salts 

Based on the SCXRD result of SPX:3ABA Form I, 

the asymmetric unit involves one cationic SPX, one 

anionic 3-ABA and two water molecules. The 
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typical intramolecular bonds in SPX are again 

maintained, as well as the N-HNH2  O-HCOOH 

interactions between SPX giving rise to zigzag 

chains. The interaction with 3ABA is established via 

the cationic NH2
+ moiety (N-HNH2+,SPX  OCOO-,3ABA) 

and the water molecules (N-HNH2+,SPX  O-HH2O  

OCOO-,3ABA), giving rise to a supramolecular 

arrangement in which zig-zag chains of SPX are 

alternated by a double layer of 3ABA and water 

molecules (Figure 7).  

a)  

b)  

c)  

Figure 7 The illustration of SPX:3ABA Form I crystal structure 

depicting a) the asymmetric unit; b) the hydrogen bonding 

between SPX, 3ABA and water molecules; c) the crystal packing 

showing the zig-zag chains of SPX (green) intercalated with 

chains of 3ABA (yellow) and water molecules (red and blue, 

using spacefill representation) 

 

The asymmetric unit of SPX:3ABA Form II 

involves one cationic SPX, one anionic 3-ABA and 

a disordered water cluster residing over a special 

position. The typical intramolecular bonds in SPX 

are again maintained, but the N-HNH2  O-HCOOH 

interaction is disrupted to give rise to the interaction 

with 3-ABA(N-HNH2,SPXNNH2,3-ABA and N-

HNH2,3ABAOCOOH,SPX). In the overall 

supramolecular packing, it is possible to see ladder-

like chains of 3-ABA, separate rows of SPX, and 

water clusters (Figure 8). 

a) b)  

c)  

Figure 8 The illustration of SPX:3ABA Form II crystal structure 

depicting (a) the asymmetric unit; (b) the hydrogen bonding 

between SPX and 3ABA; (c) the crystal packing showing the 

ladder-like chains of 3ABA separate rows of SPX and water 

clusters (blue) 

 

Structural characterization of SPX:AA salt 

According to SCXRD result of SPX:AA The 

asymmetric unit of SPX and AA salt contains one 

cationic SPX and one anionic AA. The typical 

intramolecular bonds in SPX are maintained, as well 

as the zigzag chains formed by the N-HNH2  O-

HCOOH interactions between SPX. The interaction 

with AA is established via the cationic moiety of 

SPX (N-HNH2+,SPX  OCOO-,AA) and also by the NH2 

moiety of AA and the carboxylic group of SPX (N-

HNH2,AA  O-HCOOH,SPX). In the overall packing, the 

zig-zag chains of SPX alternate with AA, without 

any hydrogen bond being established between AAs 

(Figure 9). 

a) b)  

c)  

Figure 9 The illustration of SPX:AA crystal structure depicting 

a) the asymmetric unit; b) the hydrogen bonding between SPX 

and AA (blue); c) the crystal packing showing the alternance 

between SPX and AA 
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Furthermore, FT-IR and TGA-DSC measurements 

were also performed for all the forms obtained in this 

study. FT-IR results prove the formation of amine 

salts with the peaks at 1517 cm-1, 1531 cm-1, 1537 

cm-1 ,1529 cm-1 as well as C=O asymmetric 

stretching at 1710 cm-1 for SPX:4ASA Form II, 

SPX:3ABA Form I, SPX:3ABA Form II, and 

SPX:AA, respectively (Figure ES2, E3, ES4, ES5 

(a)). Asides from that, TGA-DSC results display the 

melting and decomposition starting at 203oC, 252oC, 

250oC, and 240oC for SPX:4ASA Form II, 

SPX:3ABA Form I, SPX:3ABA Form II, and 

SPX:AA, respectively  (Figure ES2, ES3, ES4, and 

ES5 (b)). 

 

Solubility and stability tests 

Solubility behaviour of all the forms obtained in this 

study were tested via an empirical method. All the 

multicomponent forms display enhanced solubility 

behaviour over SPX (Figure 10). Additionally, 

stability of all these forms were also investigated 

under 78% room humidity conditions, showing that 

all the forms are stable at least for 4 weeks (Figure 

11) 

 

Figure 10  Solubility behaviour of SPX, SPX:3ABA Form I, 

SPX:4ASA Form II, SPX:3ABA Form II, SPX:4ASA Form III, 

SPX:AA and SPX:4ASA Form I (from left to right) 

a)  b)  

     c)  d)   

e)  

Figure 11 Stability behaviour of a) SPX:4ASA Form II b) 

SPX:4ASA Form III c)  SPX:3ABA Form I d)SPX:3ABA Form II 

and e) SPX:AA under 78% humidity atmosphere for 4 weeks. 

Black, red, blue, green and pink lines are corresponding to 

simulated, 1st, 2nd ,3rd,4th week of experimental PXRD pattern 

respectively  

Conclusion  

To conclude, there are new crystalline forms of SPX 

with EtOH, and DMSO, whose crystal structure was 

not yet possible to obtain. An ACN solvate, induced 

by the presence of NA, has been characterizes even 

though a pure phase has never been obtained.  

Regarding the co-crystal and multicomponent 

crystal forms screening, it is possible to conclude 

that there is proton transfer between SPX and 4-

ASA, 3-ABA, AA, similar to theoretical 

expectations. These results highlight the relative 

strength of SPX as a base. For the synthesis of SPX 

and 4-ASA multicomponent salts, 

mechanochemistry has a superior activity over 

traditional solution chemistry method. It is worth 

mentioning that a superior antimicrobial activity is 

expected in the salts of SPX with 4-ASA since both 

compounds are antibiotics and they have shown to 

be effective in the treatment of tuberculosis through 

different pathways. 

It is also noteworthy that all the new forms are stable 

and that they all are more soluble in water than SPX. 

 

Experimental 

All the reagents and solvents were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich, Fluka, Sigma, Aldrich and Alfa 

Aeser and used without further purification.  

 

Synthetic procedures for the polymorphic 

screening of SPX 

SPX-DMSO-S, Sparfloxacin in DMSO: 50 mg of 

SPX (0.127 mmol) was dissolved with 5 ml of 

DMSO at 120 °C and then, the solution was left to 

crystallize by slow evaporation of the solvent at RT.  

SPX-DMSO-Slu, Sparfloxacin in DMSO: 50 mg of 

SPX (0.127 mmol) was placed into a vial and 

subsequently 1 ml of DMSO solution was added. 

Afterwards, the solution was left stirring for 27 

hours.  

SPX-NA-S-ACN:EtOH, Sparfloxacin and Nalidixic 

acid in ACN:EtOH: The mixture of 0.06282 g of 

SPX (0.160 mmol) and  0.03717 g of NA (1:1 molar 

ratio) was dissolved in 6 ml of a 1:1 mixture of 

ACN:EtOH upon heating to 65⁰C. The pH of the 

reaction medium was 5.5. At the end, the solution 

was left to crystallize by slow evaporation of the 

solvent at RT.  
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SPX-S-ACN:EtOH, Sparfloxacin in ACN:EtOH: 

0.06282 g of SPX (0.160 mmol) was dissolved in 7 

ml of solvent mixture of ACN:EtOH (1:1) upon 

heating to 65℃. Subsequently, the pH of the reaction 

medium was 6 and the solution was left crystallize 

by slow evaporation by the solvent at room 

temperature. Yet the solution did not yield any single 

crystals, and only crystalline powder was obtained. 

SPX-NA-Slu-ACN:EtOH, Sparfloxacin and 

Nalidixic acid in ACN:EtOH: 0.06282 g of SPX 

(0.160 mmol) and 0.03717 g of NA (1:1 molar ratio) 

were stirred in 2 ml of a ACN:EtOH mixture at RT 

for 27 hours and left to evaporate. 

The synthesis procedures of multicomponent 

forms of SPX 

Synthesis of Sparfloxacin and 4- Aminosalicyclic 

acid salts 

SPX:4ASA Form I:  SPX (0.0357 g) and 4-ASA 

(0.0142 g), corresponding to 1:1 molar ratio, was 

dissolved with the addition of  20 ml (1:1) 

EtOH:H2O solvent mixture at 50℃ for 10 minute. 

Later, the solution was left to crystallize by slow 

evaporation of the solvent at RT. Crystals with 

needle shape were obtained after 3-5 days, 

corresponding to SPX:4ASA Form I.   

SPX:4ASA Form II: SPX (0.0539 g) and 4-ASA 

(0.0210 g), corresponding to 1:1 molar ratio, were 

placed into a mortar. Subsequently, the reagents 

were manually ground with the addition of 250 μl 

EtOH:H2O (1:1) solvent mixture for 15 min. Light 

yellow powder was obtained, corresponding to 

SPX:4ASA Form II. 

SPX:4ASA Form III: SPX (0.0626 g) and 4-ASA 

(0.0122 g), corresponding to 2:1 molar ratio, were 

placed into a mortar, subsequently, the reagents were 

manually grinded with the addition of 200 μl 

EtOH:H2O (1:1) solvent mixture for 15 min. Light 

yellow powder was obtained, corresponding to 

SPX:4ASA Form III. 

 

Synthesis of Sparfloxacin and 3- Aminobenzoic 

acid salts 

SPX:3ABA Form I: SPX (0.0357 g) and 3-

aminobenzoic acid (0.0124g), corresponding to 1:1 

molar ratio, were placed into a flask and stirred for 

27 hour with the addition of 1 ml of THF. 

Subsequently, the solution was left for drying at 

room temperature, corresponding to SPX:3ABA 

Form I.  

SPX:3ABA Form II: SPX (0.0357 g) and 3-ABA 

(0.0124 g), corresponding to 1:1 molar ratio, was 

placed into a flask and stirred for 27 hour with the 

addition of 1 ml of H2O. Afterwards, the solution 

was left for drying under room temperature, 

corresponding to SPX:3ABA Form II. 

Synthesis of Sparfloxacin and Anthranilic acid salt 

SPX:AA: SPX (0.0370 g) and anthranilic acid 

(0.0129 g), corresponding to 1:1 molar ratio, was 

dissolved with 8 ml of ACN:EtOH (1:1) solvent 

mixture at 80℃ for 30 minutes. Then, the solution 

was left to crystallize by slow evaporation of the 

solvent at RT. The formation of yellow needle 

crystals was observed within 3-5 days, 

corresponding to SPX:AA. 

Characterization 

Single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD): 

Suitable single crystals of the acetonitrile solvate, 

SPX-4ASA Form I, II, III, and SPX:3ABA Form I, 

II as well as SPX:AA were selected and mounted on 

a loop with Fomblin protective oil. Data was 

collected on a Bruker AXS-KAPPA APEX II 

diffractometer and a Bruker AXS-KAPPA D8 – 

QUEST, at 293 K, with graphite-monochromated 

radiation (Mo K α, λ= 0.71073 Å). The X-ray 

generator was operated at 50 kV and 30 mA, and the 

APEX3 program monitored the X-ray data 

collection. 

 

Table 1 Crystallographic details of SPX:4ASA Form I and 
II, SPX:AA, SPX:3ABA Form I and II, and SPX ACN solvate 

Structure 

 

 SPX:4-ASA 
Form I 

SPX:4-ASA 
Form II 

 

SPX-AA 

Empirical 
formula 

C26 H36 F2 
N5 O14 

C13 H14 F 
N2.50 O3 

C26 H28 F2 
N5 O6 

Formula weight 680.60 g/mol 272.77 g/mol 529.54 g/mol 

Temperature 293(2) K 296(2) K 293 (2) K 

Wavelength 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 

Limiting indices -17<=h<=17,  

-39<=k<=39,  

-8<=l<=8 

-23<=h<=23, 

 -8<=k<=8,  

-26<=l<=25 

-23<=h<=23, 

 -8<=k<=8,  

-26<=l<=25 

Refinement 
method 

Full-matrix 
least-squares 

on F2 

Full-matrix 
least-squares 

on F2 

Full-matrix 
least-squares 

on F2 

Crystal system 

Space group 

Monoclinic  

P 21/c 

Monoclinic 

P 21/n 

Orthorhombic  

Pbca 

Unit cell 
dimensions 

a=14.2596(3)Å 

b=32.4372(5)Å 

c=7.1362(13)Å 

α = 90⁰  

β = 98.72(5)⁰   

γ = 90⁰                                                                   

a=18.5866(12)Å 

  b=7.1168(5)Å    

c=21.1074(13)Å 

α = 90⁰ 

β = 94.127(3)⁰ 

γ = 90⁰ 

a=7.5556(11)Å 

b=15.5026(2)Å    

c=41.4694(6)Å    

α = 90⁰ 

β = 94.127(3)⁰ 

γ = 90⁰ 
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Volume 3262.4(10) Å3 2784.8(3) Å3 4856(13) Å3 

Z, calculated 
density 

4, 1.386 mg/m3 8, 1.301mg/m3 8, 1.449 
mg/m3 

Reflections 
collected/unique 

41239 / 6295 
[R(int)=0.1413] 

36119 / 5709  
[R(int)=0.0674] 

100518 / 5026 
[R(int)=0.2272] 

Data/ restraints/ 
parameters 

6295 / 8 / 484 5709 / 6 / 378 5026 / 4 / 359 

Absorption 
coefficient 

0.120 mm -1 0.102 mm -1 0.112 mm -1 

F (000) 1428 1144 2224 

Crystal size 0.14 x 0.08 x 
0.04 mm 

0.18 x 0.10 x 
0.04 mm 

0.40 x 0.06 x 
0.02 mm 

Theta range 2.374 to 
25.903⁰ 

1.410 to 26.535⁰ 2.628 to 
26.511⁰ 

Completeness 99.9% 99.5% 100.0 % 

Final R indices 
[I>2sigma(I)] 

R1 = 0.1248, 
wR2 = 0.3449 

R1 = 0.0693, 
wR2 = 0.2088 

R1 = 0.1328, 
wR2 = 0.2217 

R indices (all 
data) 

R1 = 0.2105, 
wR2 = 0.4133 

R1 = 0.1225, 
wR2 = 0.2532 

R1 = 0.2501, 
wR2 = 0.2673 

Goodness-of-fit 
on F2 

1.362 1.003 1.110 

Large diff. peak 
and hole 

1.691 and -
0.792 e Å-3 

0.595 and -
0.306 e Å-3 

0.588 and -
0.363 e Å-3 

Extinction 
coefficient 

n/a n/a n/a 

    

Forms SPX:3-ABA 
Form I  

SPX:3-ABA 
Form II  

SPX ACN 
solvate 

Empirical 
formula 

C34.67 H41.33 

F2.67 N6.67 O8 
 

C52 H58 F4 N10 
O12 

 

C20 H23.50 F2 
N4.50 O3 

Formula weight 730.07 g/mol 1091.08 g/mol 412.93 g/mol 

Temperature 
 

293 (2) K 296(2) K 293 (2) K 

Wavelength 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 

Limiting indices 
 

-52<=h<52, 
  

-9<=k<9, 
  

-19<=l<19 

-9<=h<9,  
 

-13<=k<13, 
 

 -20<=l<20 

-38<=h<38,  
 

-11<=k<11,  
 

-17<=l<17 

Refinement 
method 

Full-matrix 
least-square 

on F2 

Full-matrix 
least-square on 

F2 

Full-matrix 
least-squares 

on F2 

Crystal system, 
Space group 

 

Orthorhombic  
Pbca 

Triclinic 
P-1 

Orthorhombic, 
Pcca 

Unit cell 
dimensions 

a=42.168 (5) Å 
 

b=7.757(10) Å 
 

c=15,618(19)Å 
 

α = 90⁰ 
 

β = 90⁰ 
 

γ=90⁰ 
 

a=7.869(10) Å 
 

b=10.682(13)Å 
 

c=16,372(2) Å 
 

α = 90⁰ 
 

β = 90⁰ 
 

γ=90⁰ 

a = 30.86 (4) Å 
 

b= 9.407(13)Å, 
 

c = 13.90(2) Å, 
 

α = 90⁰ 

 
β = 90⁰ 

 
γ = 90⁰ 

Volume 5109.0(11)Å3 

 
1341.0(3) Å3 4038.9 Å3 

Z, calculated 
density 

6.1424 mg/m3 1.1351 mg/m3 8.1358 mg/m 3 

Reflections 
collected/unique 

32024/ 5211 
[R(int)=0.0924] 

13493 / 5368 
[R(int=0.0596)] 

99735/4125 
[R(int)=0.165] 

Data/ restraints 
parameters 

5211 / 0 / 386 5368 / 6 / 386 4125 /3 /288 

Absorption 
coefficient 

0.112 mm -1 0.106mm-1 0.106 mm-1 

F (000) 2304 572 173 

Crystal size 0.200 x 0.060 
x 0.040 mm 

0.200 x 0.800 x 
0.050 mm 

0.008 x 0.004 
x 0.002 mm 

Theta range 2.608-26.380⁰ 2.915-26.420⁰ 2.639-26.444⁰ 

Completeness 99.8 % 98.0 % 99.3% 

Goodness-of-fit 
on F2 

1.099 1.014 1.146 

Large diff. peak 
and hole 

0.190 and -
0.231e Å-3 

0.563 and -
0.194 e Å-3 

0.390 e Å-3 

Extinction 
coefficient 

n/a n/a n/a 

 

Powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD): Samples were 

analysed by X-ray powder diffraction, using two 

diffractometers:  

1- D8 Advance Bruker AXS θ-2 diffractometer, 

with a copper radiation source (Cu Kα, λ= 1.5406 Å) 

and a SSD160 detector, operating at 40 kV and 30 

mA. Throughout the measurements, Ni filter was 

used in the data collections 

2- D8 Advance Bruker diffractometer, with a copper 

radiation source (Cu Kα, λ= 1.5406 Å) and a 

Linxeye-XE detector, operating at 40 kV and 30 mA. 

Throughout the measurements, no Ni filter was used 

in the data collections, relying in the capability of the 

detector to minimize Kβ. 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-

IR): FT-IR analysis was performed by using Nexus-

Thermo Nicolet spectrometer (64 scans and 

resolution of 4 cm−1) in the 4000−400 cm−1 range. 

Samples were prepared in KBr (1:100 in weight). 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA): Both DSC 

and TGA was performed by using SETARAM TG-

DTA 92 thermobalance under nitrogen flow with a 

heating rate of 10°C.min-1 for the sample (5-10 mg). 

Preliminary/Empirical Solubility Studies: 10 mg 

of each new multicomponent form were added to 10 

ml of H2O and stirred; as control, 10 mg of SPX 

were also added to 10 ml of water and stirred. The 

comparison between the clarity of the final solutions 

was used to estimate the relative solubility 

behaviour. 

Stability tests: In order to investigate stability 

behaviour of all the forms obtained in this study, 

SPX:4ASA Form II and II, SPX:3ABA Form I and 

II as well as SPX:AA were placed into a desiccator 

with a saturated solution of NaCl (78% humidity) at 

room temperature. Afterward, PXRD measurements 

were performed every week for 4 weeks for all the 

forms mentioned above. 
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